PLAYMONSTER SWINGS INTO 2019 WITH NEW, WILD KIDS’ GAME
Orangutwang is as Fun as it Sounds, with a Goofy Ape Hangin’ Around, Holding Snacks and
Waiting to Go Twaaaang!
BELOIT, Wis. (November 2, 2018) — Kids’ games
featuring fun, colorful characters are always popular,
but add the element of suspense and it’s sure to be
a new favorite! Orangutwang™ delivers on both
counts, and it’ll have kids jumping and laughing for
more!
Just visually, Orangutwang is a super cool game
with its two tall palm trees connected by a string, the
colorful and quirky toucan lever, the bright playing
pieces shaped like fruit or critters, and the giant,
amused orangutan that hangs from the string! To
play the game, simply roll the die to find out which
play piece you get to hang on the orangutan
(banana, pineapple, gecko, fruit bat or coconut). Be
careful how you hang it…at some point it will be too
much for the orangutan and he’ll leap and swing and
go twaaaannng!
The player who makes the orangutan go flying and throw his fruit and friends technically loses
the game, but do they really lose? It’s fun and hilarious to see him go twang, so really all the
players are winners! Orangutwang is a fun, suspenseful game for two or more players, ages 4+.
No batteries required. Look for it to ship in January 2019 for an SRP of $19.99 - $24.99.

About PlayMonster LLC
Beloit, WI-based PlayMonster is a toy and game company that believes in the power of play to
make a positive difference in people’s lives. Delivering great play value by designing,
manufacturing and marketing innovative, fun products such as “TOTY Game of the Year” Yeti in
My Spaghetti® and “TOTY Doll of the Year” Wonder Crew®, along with other award-winning
toys and games like The Game of THINGS…®, 5 Second Rule®, Mirari®, Farkle, OK to
Wake!®, My Fairy Garden®, Automoblox®, Marbleocity®, Kid O® and Super Spinner® is how
PlayMonster helps keep play alive for all ages.
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